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INTRODUCTION

Background
The fundamental urban aspect is people:

A city's sire is the

number of its inhabitants, not its land area.

People are distributed

unevenly throughout the city, both during the day (the worker-shopper
distribution) and during the night (the resident distribution).

The

distribution of the resident population long ago attracted the
attention of Mark Jefferson.

In his landmark urban study, "The

Anthropography of Some Great Cities," published in 1909,^ he shows
that for the cities studied, population density is low in the center
of the city, reaches its peak a short distance outward, and then
tapers off gradually as distance increases*

Bogue's study of some

sixty-seven of the largest United States cities shows that this decline
in density continues for many miles beyond the city limits (up to 300
miles in some cases).2
An important advance in urban analysis was made by Colin Clark in
1951.

In his paper Urban Population Densities

he gives evidence that

^Bulletin of the American Geographical Society. XLI, 537-566.
2Donald

J. Bogue, The Structure of the Metropolitan Community!
A Study of Dominance and Subdominance. (Ann ArborI 1949), as cited by
Peter Raggett, Locational Analysis in Human Geography, (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1966^, p. 92.
2Journal

of the Royal Statistical Society. Series A, CXIV,

490-496.
1

2

the decline in density tilth increasing distance follows a simple
negative exponential rule. Clark writes:
Let X he the distance in rsilets from the
center of the city.
Let ¥ be the density of resident population
in thousands per square fills. Then (except ia
the central business sone}—

Y

=Ae'

W

That the falling off density is an exponential
function, as in the above equation, appears to be
true for all times and all places studied, froa
1801 to the present day, md from Los Angeles to
Budapest.^
In the equation, A is the central density, and b is the
coefficient of rate of decline. Roth are constant for any city, hut
vary between cities.
At the center of the city in the formula, X
ia equal to zero and Y , therefore becomes
equal to A • It ia a hypothetical rather
than an actual figure, because in fact the
center of the city is occupied by the business
gone with few or RO resident inhabitants*
Nevertheless it regains a useful figure; it
shows the point to which densities are tending,
if we Measure the densities of the inner
reaidential suburbs and continue extrapolating
than inwards to reach the center of the city.
In his review of Clark's work, Stewart states
Mr. Clark perhaps overstresses the deviation found
when relatively few people live in the central
business district. The fact is that the high
density center of population is not the business
district, except in cities smaller than he
investigated.6

4lbid., pp. 490-491.
5Ibid.,

p. 491.

''John Q, Stewart, "Urban Population Densities," The geographical
Review, XLII (Oct. 1953), 275-276.
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Whether a shift of origin would improve the validity of Clark's
node! is unknown.

To the author's knowledge, no empirical studies

have tested this hypothesis.
An alternate weann of accounting for the low central density is
yiven by Berry, Simmons, and Tennant.^

After reviewing studies

relating to Clark's model, and noting the contributions of Alouso
and Math in providing it with a theoretical rationale, they
hypothesize that the model should hold hatter for net density than
gross density.

This appears to bo true, at least for Chicago, the

only city on which they report.
In this paper the distribution of the resident urban population
with respect to distance from the city center is studied and shown
to approximate lognoreallty.

A probabilistic generation raodel is

then hypothesized to account for the distribution and SOM of the
implications of the model are examined,

(hie of the implications Is

that gross density varies lognormally with distance, in conflict with
Clark's earlier formulation,

If Clark's model is restricted to net

densities, however, the conflict disappears.

Indeed, the two models

in conjunction may have important implications about residential land
use distributions.
Statement of Probleia
HYPOTHESIS*

The resident urban population ia distributed

lognormally with respect to distance from the city center.
^Brian J, L, Berry, James W. Simons, and Robert H. Tennant,
"Urban Population Densities! Structure and Change," The Geographical
Review, till (July, 19fi3) , 389-405.
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That is:

,
- rjri

~p

dP - Vi^crr

\Z

e

r>0
1.1

where cffi is the nuraber of persona in a ring of radius f

and

width d r , "P is the total population of the city, and^ and O"
are parameters of location and dispersion, respectively,
1.1 is given in Figure 1,

A graph of

With a change in scale, the sane graph

can he used to show the variation of gross density with distance.

As

can he seen, the curve is unicodal and positively skewed, which ia in
agreement with Jefferson's findings, and with more recent research.

Fig. 1.-—The lognomal distribution, ~P- j

, ^ - O » O" ~ . $

tr

METHODOLOGY
In order to test the lognormal hypothesis, it is »ec«s»sicy to
gather data on the distribution of population for selected cities,
estimate the parameters

and

, and compare the expected and the

actual distributions by means of a statistical test of significance.
Each of these points is discussed in turn.
Selection of Cities
Aa originally conceived, the lognormal hypothesis would have
applied exactly to a city developed on an unbounded,

featureless

plain, with uniform access to the center from all directions.

Such

s city would be circular in shape with lines of equal population
density forming concentric circles around the center of the city,
which contains all non-residential land uses.

Obviously no existing

city fits such a description in either site of structure.
approach it more nearly than others*

Yet some

Accordingly a list of minimum

requirements of cities used In testing the lognormal hypothesis was
established.

Since large cities frequently have radial arteries

emanating from the center (an approximation to the uniform access
assumption) the first requirement concerns size:
1.

The population of the central city is at least 100,000,

2.

The center of the city, operationally defined as the peak
land value intersection (PLVI), is farther than five miles
from a large body of water, large hills, or mountain chains,
these being considered large If they distort more than 90*
of circular perimeter.
5
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3.

The PLVI is farther than five miles from a river or
estruary greater than one-half mile average width.

4.

The FLVI is farther than five miles from a state or
international boundary.

5.

The central city is farther than twenty-five miles from
any other city containing more than one-third its population.

6.

Both city block and census tract publications or their
equivalents are available at Lovejoy Library, Southern
Illinois University, Edwardsville, Illinois. The study area
for each city is confined to its surrounding Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area (SKSA), or equivalent.

Item six is essentially pragmatic in nature, but it removed the
possibility of observing the same city over time, since only data
for 1960 were available, and these only for the United States.
The above requirements are of course arbitrary.

Another

researcher would have developed a different list, or possibly none at
all.

Consideration of regional location, for example, may have led

to interesting results.

It was not undertaken primarily because the

author wished to investigate general rsther than specific aspects of
urban structure.

An obvious task for some future study is to

determine the effect that systematic deviations from the above or a
similar list of requirements have on the goodness of fit between
observed and expected urban residential distributions.

This is

equally true for the lognorraal and the Clark negative exponential
hypothesis.
The decision as to whether a city passed items two, three, and
four (natural barriers and political boundaries) was made on the
basis of Census xract maps, the location of the PLV1 being inferred
from the size of the tracts—the PLVI is generally In the central
business district, which in turn is generally in the center of the

7

set of smallest tracts. Fifty-one cities satisfied these
requirements, and were tested against Iteia five (distance fro®
other cities) by use of a road atlas. This eliminated nine fro®
consideration bringing the total number of cities qualifying for
testing the lognorml hypothesis to forty-two. These are presented
in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Cities Meeting Minimum Requirements for
Testing Lognonsal Hypothesis
Albuquerque, K»M.
Atlanta, Go,**
Austin, Tex.**
Raltioore, Kd.
Slrainghim, Ala.
Charlotte, H.C.
Columbus, CRtio
Dallas, Tex.
Dayton, Ohio
Denver, Colo.
Bes Moines, Iowa
Flint, Mich.
Fort Vsyne, Ind,*
Fort Worth, Tex.

Fresno, Calif.
Grand Rapids, Mich.*
Uouaton, Tex.
Knoxville, Tenn,
Lansing, Mich.
Lincoln, Neb.
Lubbock, Tex.*
Montgomery, Ala.
Hashville, Tenn.*
Hew Orleans, La.*
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Phoenix, Ariz.*
Pittsburg, Penn.
Portland, Ore.

Koehester, N.Y.*
Rockford, 111.
Sacramento, Calif.
Salt Lake City, Utah*
San Antonio, Tex,*
Shreveport, La,
South Bend, Ind.*
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, H.Y.
Topeka, Dsns.
Tucson, Ariz.
Wichita, Fans,
liiehita Falls, Tex.
Worcester, Mass.

The above cities were nursbered and a table of random digits used to
select ten, against which the lognorraal hypothesis would be tested.
These ten cities are shown with an asterisk In Table 1, Two of the
cities in Table 1, Atlanta, Ga. arid Austin, Tex., were not considered
for Inclusion in this study, since the author had already analyzed
then. It was their analysis which led to the lognortaal hypothesis.
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Data Collection
Data were gathered in the following manner:
1. The PLVI vaa ascertained by writing a latter to the tax
assessor of the subject cities.
2.

Census Tract and City Blocks naps and reports (U.S. Census,
I960) ware procured.

3.

A sheet of transparent mylar was placed on top of the
Census Tract nop and the geographic center (centroid) of
each tract was narked with pencil.

4.

The mylar sheet was then placed on top of a grid and
the X, 1 co-ordinates of each cer.troid were entered on
data shaata, along with the tract identification number,

5.

A sxHilar technique was applied to remaining Census
Tract naps if there were wore than one for the city.
Prominent boundary intersections were used to register
the various maps.

6. The tracts nearest the PLVI were located on the City
Blocks map, and divided into sections which increased
in area with increasing diotance frow the PLVI. (See
the South Bend example in Figure 2). The number of
tracts thus sectioned varied frots city to city rather
uasystematically, unfortunately, as did section boundaries.
In defense, it may be stated that to develop a rigid
Method of sectioning would have involved an undue amount
of labor. Furthermore, if unsystematic, the sectioning
was «t least not jerrymandered, since knowledge of the
population in each block was withheld until sectioning
was complete.
7.

Sectioned City Blocks centrolds were transferred to the
data sheet in the sane manner as Census Tract centroids
along with register locations.

8.

Data sheets were completed with the addition of map scales;
tract and section populations; F , the total population
of the SMSA; and transformation distances. The latter,
in conjunction with the map scale and register co-ordinates
served to locate each centroid properly with respect to
distance and direction fron the PLVI, regardless of the
map on which the centroid originally appeared.

9.

Data from these sheets were coded on General Electric
Tim Share Terminal paper tape for electronic data
processing.

9

SOLE IN FEET

aooo

„ I
BLOCK NUMBERS
TRACT

NUMBERS

TRACT BOUNDARIES
SECTION BOUNDARIES

Base Sources South feend, Indiana, .y, Census Tracts
/nd Slocks: XV&O, C. s7» Bureau of the Census
Fig. 2— Enumeration sections. South Betid, Ind.
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Estimation of Parameter©
Paratacters ware estimated by the method of maximum likelihood.
In the ease of the normal distribution, this involves finding the
mean and variance of the sample values and assuming these are the
most likely estimates of the mean and variance of the population.
Since the logRorsyil distribution can be transformed into the normal
simply by taking the logarithms of the distance, the method is simple
and straight forward.

The equations for m and S

, the sample man

and variance, are:

y< —

m

N
r — 2_"Pc • L n r L •
J
6-/

b

rc- fh)
L-l

where Pi. is the population ef thel+'k areal unitj r c
frots it© centroid to the TLVlj and N

x

is the distance

is the number of cantroida.

The actual ecrc^utatlems were performed by the computer once data were
entered.

Since

i

was not an input, it was solved for by the well

known relationship:

r t - V c x l - * . ) 1 >-C Y ; - h )

where X £

# Yi

are t?ie

co-ordinate® of the

the co-ordinate® of the FLVI,

1

centroidj Xa

Estimates of c/^ and

cities studied are given in Table 2,

, Vo

for the ten
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TABLE 2
Estimates of Parameters of Cities Studied
City
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lubbock, Tex.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Rochester, K.Y.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Tex.
South bend, Ind,

Geometric
Mean,

Standard
Deviation,^

0.984
0.824
0.863
1.263
1.130
1.673
1.123
1.420

0.848
0.607
0.624
0.675
0,751
0.870
0.831
0.838

1.261

0.661

0,984

0.768

Variance,^2"
0.719
0.369
0.390
0.456
0,564
0.758
0.690
0.702
0.437
0.590

Testa of .Significance
One graphical and t\/o statist leal testa of lopjeri&ality were
applied to data Crow each of the ten cities.
Graphical Test
The graphical test simply involved plotting each city's
cumulative frequency distribution on lop-probability paper.

This

paper has a logarithmic scale in one direction and a cumulative
normal scale in the other direction, so that it produces a straight
line for any cumulative lognonaal distribution.

13m cumulative

frequency distributions were obtained by ranking the centraids in
Increasing order by distance from the city center, adding successive
centroid populations so that a running summation in formed, and then
dividing each summation by the total population and multiplying this
by one-hundred to obtain a percentage.

Distances were plotted on the

logarithmic scale, and cumulative percent of population on the
probability scale.

Results nre shown in Figures 3-13.

The straight
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Fig. 3.—Cumulative Frequency Graph*

Fort Wayne, Ind

13

99 89.5

Fig. 4.—Cumulative Frequency Graph:

Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Fig. 6.-—Cumulative Frequency Graphi

Nashville, Te»*i.

\
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Fig, 7,—Cumulative Fn*twmev Gm?\t

Hw f*rle«mr;, tn.
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Fig* 8.—Cuwlatlvn Frequency Graphs

Fhoeoix, Ariz

18

j;i&» 9.—Uuauiativi frequency traphj

Rochester, H. Y.

19

Fig. 10—Cumulative Frees ue«cv t. raphe

Salt take City, C'tali

2a

Fig. 11.—Cumulative Frequency Graphs

San Antonio, Tex.
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Pig. 12.~Cumulative Frequency Graph*

South Bond, Ind.
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Fig* 13.—CuKulatim Frequency Graph*

Herthero Setter.

Salt Lake City, Utah,
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lines indicate the position of the theoretical curves, based on the
estimates oty* and 0~^ given in Table 2.
All of the graphs display a slight downward concavity, especially
near the origin, which indicates that the lognomal approximation
tends to underestimate the number of persons living close to the
center. In seven of the cities, this central dip is not particularly
pronounced except for the one-half percent of the population living
closest to the center.

Of the remaining three, Lubbock, San Antonio,

and Salt Lake City, more serious departures fro® linearity are
present cm the graph.

Lubbock (Figure 3) appears to be composed of

two straight line segments, with the break in slope occurring at the
first quartlle. San Antonio (Figure 11) has a rather pronounced
bulge at about the ninth decile. Ho attempt has been made to
interpret these departures from lognoraality. In the case of Salt
Lake City, the break occurring at the eighth decile only occurs in
the southern half of the SMSA, towards Prove, Utah. This is deduced
from Figure 13, which shows a well defined linear trend for centroids
located in the northern half of the SMSA.
Statistical Tests
;oli-ot orov—Smirnov: The statistic is based on 1^, defined as the
maximum of all deviations of the empirical from the theoretical
cumulative distributions. The test is non-para»etric and distribution
free, but requires that the theoretical distribution bp completely
specified, that is, no parameters may be estimated from the sample.
SinceyH

C were estimated from each of the city samples, the

Kolmogorov-Sffilrnov statistic is not strictly applicable in this
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study.

Professor Clements 1ms suggested, however, that the test nay

be applied in a conservative sense, in that if a significant
difference does Indeed occur, one would have high confidence that the
exapirical and theoretical curves do not describe the same population.
Alco, if the sasxple in large, the distribution of DQ is cot likely to
differ greatly from Its tabled values.

Professor Clements went on to

note that if none of the ten cities showed significant difference, it
would be null to teat the power of tit® statistic.

a

Values of D vera derived by comparing the empirical cumulative
distribution

with a lognersal cumulative distribution Imving the

•stae usean and variance—the sample sine, M, Is equal to the total
nuniher of centroica for each city.

These are eh own together with the

confuted chi-equare in Table 3,
TABLE 3
Statistical Test Results

CITY

Number of
Observatioos , N.

85
Fort Wayne, Ind,
82
Grand Eapids, Mich.
36
Lubbock, Tex.
97
Hashvilla, Tenn.
189
New Orleans, La.
154
Phoenix, Axis.
143
Rochester, B.Y.
Salt Lake City, Utah 113
138
San Antonio, Tex.
South bend, Ind.
81

Maximum
Deviation,
T>

9.7
8.4
21.2
7.5
4.9
5,3
5.6
8.4
8,1
7.8

Confi
dence
Level
.80
.80
.90-.95
.30
.80
.30
.80
.80
,80
.80

CRi"
fquare
12.6
8.6
16.0
4.3
3.9
7.7
3.5
12.0
15.9
7.4

Confi
dence
Level
.95-.975
.90
*99-.995
.90
.90
,90
.90
•95—.975
•99-.99S
.90

Hotel
Except when bracketed, the trxie confidence level ia less than
the figure given.

®Dr» Karat tt Clements, interview held at Southern Illinois
University, March and April, 1969#
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Of the ten cities, only one, Lubbock, deviates significantly
from lognormality at the ,90 confidence level according to the
Kolmogorov-Swirnov test. Inasmuch as the graphical test Indicates
strong departures from lognormality for Salt Lake City and San Antonio,
in addition to Lubbock, one nay conclude that the power of the test has
indeed been reduced by having to estimate parameters from the sample.
Still, the test is useful, in that we may with great confidence assert
that the distribution of the residence population of Lubbock, Texas,
by distance from the city center. Is not lognormal,
Chi-aauare; This test is well known to geographers after the
9
spirited Zobler-Mackay exchange on its uses in regional geography.
As a consequence of the assumed loss of power of the KolmogorovSmirnov test, the author decided to subject his data to the chlsquare test of goodness of fit.
For each city, eight class intervals were established, with
limits determined by the following formula*

e
where

A + Jt".
;
1

c /, 2,3

Mid CT are the mean and variance for the city. The first

and last intervals vera unbounded on their lower and upper sides,
respectively, so that between them, the eight class Intervals
contained the total city population,
9L. Zobler, "Decision flaking in Regional Construction,"
Annals of the Association of African Geographers. XLVII (1958),
140-148; J. R, fteckay, "Chi-Square as a'Tool for Regional Studies,"
ibid,, p, 164; Zobler, "The Distinction Between Relative and
Absolute Frequencies in Using Chi-Square for Regional Analysis,"
ibid,, pp.456-457; Mackay and Brian J, L* Berry, "Comments on the
Use of Chi-Square," ibid,, XI.IX (1959), 89.
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Chi-square was computed from the formula
i* t

1

p

where Oc is the observed population of the L

class interval, EI

is the expected population, and ^ Is the ttmnfecr of class intervals.
This formula assumes that the sum of the 0L*% equals the number of
observations, but for this study, this is clearly not the case, since
the sum of the ^"-'s equals the population of the city, whereas the
number of observations is equivalent to the number of centroids.
Thus the chi-square computed from II.1, is unduly inflated.

A

simple relationship exists for correcting this, however:
Let
T

K
= 2

fV

= number of observations

~Z

= chi-square as computed from II.1

L*

/

2-i\j - corrected chi-square
K
Then

"V %
x>

'N

-d

- zr

X-1 / O : 1
- f/ V .

z:
fcii "
trr ~TT~^~

L-/

£ /

, EL

T

T

- t

r
L-* J

1=

^ z

x

'

Whether II.2 Is valid is unknown.

If the number of persona

corresponding to each centroid were a constant, say C, then II.2
v;ld seem quite reasonable, for then the probability that C*4 Q

people would be found in a class interval containing n centroids
would equal the probability that n centroids were in the class
interval.

Similarly, if there were only random variation from C, 11.2

would seem to be approximately true, although this is based merely on*
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intuition.

A thorough Mathematical analysis of the pro!)lee is

clearly needed, but cannot be undertaken here.
Results of the chi-aquare test, as modified above, are given In
Table 3. In addition to the significant differences indicated for
Lubbock, Salt Lake City, and San Antonio, which were expected from the
graphical test, Fort Wayne appears to deviate significantly (at the
.05 -*025 level) from lognortsality, This comes as a surprise, for
on lognormal paper, the fit appears quite good (Figure 3).
Cmcliiainsis: The conclusions which may he derived from any
statistical goodness of fit test are somewhat negative when the alra
of the research is to establish correspondence between an empirical
and a theoretical curve, since the tests are designed to determine
significant difference rather than agreement.

Tims, the fact that

Rochester shows a neither significant deviation, Da, nor a
significant chi-equare indicates only that there is insufficient
evidence to reject the lognoresal hypothesis for that city.

It does

not give us a degree of certainty that the lognormal hypothesis is
valid, because there are an infinite number of curves which would
fit the empirical distribution as well or better than the lognorwol.
Nevertheless, on the basis of the three modes of testing, one way
tentatively accept the lognortaal hypothesis for six of the ten cities.
Of the remaining four, Fort Wayne shows significant difference on the
chi-square teat but not on the graphical or deviation tests; Salt
Lake City and San Antonio show departures from lognormality on the
chl-square and graphical tests, hut Rot on the deviation teat; and
Lubbock is a uniformly poor fit.

It is concluded that the lognorwal
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distribution is acceptable for describing the distribution of the
residence population by distance from the city center for some, but
not all, cities. Further research is clearly needed.

Limitations

There are strong limitations on the usefulness of this investi
gation, stemming largely from the small number of cities studied
and from lack of spatial and temporal generality, (Only cities
located in the United States were studied, and these only for 1960).
Further, research was limited to those cities which passed a rather
rigorous list of requirement*, and although this was thought a
necessary step in the study design, it has decreased the
generality of the findings.
Also, there is a serious limitation on the Interpretation to
be given the confidence levels for the statistical teats (Table 3),
since the assumptions underlying each teat have been violated.
In the Kolmogorov-Smiraov deviation test, it is thought that
estimation of parassetera from the sample leads to "conservative"
confidence levels; but the behavior of the "corrected" chi-square
ia unknown. The confidence levels reported are thought to have
heuristic value, however.
Finally there is the problem of random sampling, or. which all
statistical tests are based. The question is whether, having
gathered data fro® all of the census tracts within an SMSA, one has
a random sample.

The answer to this rests ultimately on the status

to be eocorded statistical populations: May they be considered a
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"random sasaple of sow hypothetical population of possible values"?1!
Thomas and Anderson, quoting Fisher and others, sea® to think so,
as does the authorf

If

Thus this is not thought to be a limitation on

the study.

R. A. "Fisher, "Theory of Statistical Estimation," Proceedings
of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, XXXI (1925), 701, as quoted by
Edwin S. Thonas and David L. Anderson, "Additional Cowints on
Weighting Values in Correlation of Area! Pats," Annals of the
Association of American Geographers, VS (1965), 492-505, reprinted in
Spatial Analysist A Reader in Statistical Geography, eds, Brian J. h.
Berry arid Buane F, Marble (Englewood Cliffs, hew Jersey! PrenticeHall, 1968), p. 436.
12Ibid.,

pp. 435-436.

in

TftKOKY

The conclusions of the proceeding, section ere sasueed to be
valid, at least for sosse cities.

Motatioo Is introduced and sowe

characteristics of lagnoraal distributions are discussed. The
relationship between population distribution and population density
is exmalued and a set of postulates are put forth to explain the
foraer. Consequences of these postulates are then explored and are
shown to have important hearing on relationships geographers have
found interesting.

notation^

It will fee convenient to introduce the following notation, in
order to expedite discussiong

x,y

variables

^ ^

particular values, or realisations
of X and Y

W

a sequence of

X *s

p^ A ^

the probability of the event

^ 1*^

the mean, or expectation, of

-p1 £ X ^

A

the variance of

L/* a ') ^ i« nornolly

\j . ki

i

2
distributed with
' ' toemyi »«d variance d~"a

*%he notation is adapted frets Tim Lo&norsal Olatrfbution. by 3.
Aitchison and J. A. f. Brown (Cambridgeg Cambridge UnIvorsitv Press,
1963), pp. 6-7.
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y ; xLMJ

Cr1)

IsJ ( o j t
\ ( j

x)

j cS^j fr7-)

^ ie l»iP*®*®ally distributed
with tm&nc/^ anc5 variance o-x
th®

distribution function of /

the distribution function of X

Characteristics of Lopnorisal Distributions3-^

0< X < ^

Definition:

Given a positive variate X

Y - L y\ X

and Y . t\i (c^A< (X ^)# then X^ is said to be lognorraally

distributed with ®ea« c/* and variance &~x »

9Uch

that

That is, X •* A

The distribution functions are defined as:
1)
= 7 £ Y -a - v
i

Ufal*",
A (A I c^_, o-1)

~p [x <

Density function: The density function for X is the derivative of
its distribution function:

.ci A / V / « A

r

ci X

1

e

'^(Ln*-

"X d- vTrr

ni.i

froei the definition of the normal distribution and the relation

1 = I

X

n

Measures of Central Tendency and Quant ilea t3^ Given S* and
position on the X-axis of the

the

mesa, median, and mode can be computed

^Condensed fro® Aitchiaon and brown, The heftnorffial Distribution.
passim. chap, i, and p. lit}.
"quantile" is the point cm the X-axis corresponding to a
given fraction of the area under the density curve, A quautile of
order ,3 for exaraple locates the point at which 301 of the number of
observation® are less than or equal to X, Special names have been
given to certain of the quaatllcs: Thus the .25 and the .73 qusntllee
are called the first and third "quartiles," respectively; the .5
quant lie is called the "median"} the .1, ,2, .3,
.9 quantlies,
the deciles"; and the .01, .02, .03,..., .99 quentiles, the
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as followsj

X

man

X

asadian - C

X mode

-

"= G

Ouantiles of any orcter may be determined from the quantiles of the
standardised norwal distribution by the relationship!
^
r
where C^j and 2/t are the quantllns of order

of

m.2

^ 6-^ ^)

and of N(0t l)
, respectively. For example, the first decile
u**-,.2n *^ f.^7/^
Is t_
, the third quartile, e.
*
Reproductive Properties; Hie following theorem and corollaries
will be important ta the discussion to follow, They are a result
principally of the reproductive properties of the normal distribution
and the characteristic property of the logarithmic function
L h X ,

L h X x ~ i-*n X, 'X x ,

Theoreu IXI.l16

£ V • ^6^^)
and
£L t i y " JV X <? ^ ^

and i are constants, then
cyMJ

^ ^ J'

"percentiles," The tern "quarttile" has not been uniformly accepted.
Held, for example uses "fractile" in its place. Osage here follows
that of Aitchisou and Brown, The lagnorsaal Distribution. See A.
held, Statistical Theory with Engineering Applications (Hew York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1952), pp. 66-67.
16

A. Hold, a tat1stleal Theory with Engineering Applications
(New York! John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1952), p. 125.
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This leads directly to:
Corollary III.l

A (s1, 0-1- j

if X •

C -

(say
then

and L and C are constants, where

C >O

)
y

C X

-

X (a h t

i

The additive property of the normal distribution leads to:
Theorem III.2
If X,

and

Xx

are independent X -variates such ihat

J

and X2 • X

»

then tlie

Product

X,•

X/ * ^ (" J U\
it-

?i

Corollary III.2
0<=>
/x (a r
d-^) A A (~X- ' S**.
X X(X )-^>^ h K
"
) 1 /
1 •»
This corresponds the convolution property for the normal integral. '
Corollary III.3
Let a distribution be decomposed into a number of sectors and
suppose that each of the sectors is

_)» or X (*•

where cX is the arithmetic mean of the sector.
1. fr-2*
2.

Then if

is constant for all sectors

the number of sectors is large enough so that the distribution
of cX approximates to a continuous distribution, and this
distribution is lognormal, say

Then from Corollary III.2

X 7\ (fx I I
- 57^*0-0 J 7\ f°<
= x (V I

hi.3

I?H. Cramer, Mathematical Methods of Statistics. Princeton
Mathematical Series, no. 9, (Princeton University Press, 1946),
p. 190, cited by Aitchison and Brown, The Lognoriaal Distribution.
p. 11.
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Limit Theoremsi These derive directly from the additive form of the
central limit theorem.
Theorem III.3
If

Is a sequence of Independent, positive variates such that

£ [ l n Xci- V
- o-t
S £IL n X i

i I 5 -

I

all exist for every c » then if

A,)

- £ ^
C- I

<>£) -• £
d"
3
-3
^n)' >, ^ c

and

,

then the product

y

^(T^)4

J

» approximately

c~(

provided

ju~

^(»). n

n->^ (K>) f
In the special case where

?

all have the same distributions

Theorem III.4
If

t £1 n X

~ c/^

and

[LnXij
both exist, then
approximately,

Tr X c
IT
t =/

»

*

^

d-

Z

n

cV~

^
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The Relationship Between Population Distribution
and Population Density

It has been Indicated (above, p.3) that a consequence of the
lognonaality of the residence urban population is that gross
population varies lognorcmlly with distance*

This will new be

demonstrated.
We assume a city developed on an unbounded, featureless plain,
with uniform access to the center fro® all directions. Under such
conditions, a circular city will result* and within it, the
residence population is assumed to vary lognormally with distance
from the center*

That is, from 1*1}

4 P. ^
d r
The area,

A

n r

e

r o- V~frr

, of a circle of radius I"

is

A

~

TV f

So that

d ^ ^ tt H r
describes the area of the infiniteeraal ring of radius r and width 4 f.
Gross population density is defined as the number of persons d p
residing in d

A

, Thus

<d "P

c\~4

d A

~ 2 tt r d f

.

1

TT

J?
R 2 o~ VT F

T

e

3

~^)X

r

III.4
Since
M

e
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we «ay rewrite III#4 as

. , \ 2.

'-

a?_ ,
d ft

~P
Itt r ^ VXrr-

e~

^L

h r

L n r

~

The exponent
I U

- F T T f i n r - ^ r - t ' " Is expanded thus s
" j7* [

_L

( U r r - l / U r

JTl

Alt*

+y

>- A a -

*r-(S<-t-

x

)]

1

L n r j

2*/'^"

f-f

so that
^ ^ ( U r - Z ^ U r ^ ^ -y<
For any given -

M

S

a

L(Lk r)1- a ( y " - ^ a L " r
tj/f

=

-

r-C^'^Tj

and ^ ,
l tr*~

C a positive constant
z

^

k

i
0

a positive constant

Thus III#4 may be written

-j-j.

r ^ TpMiT
which is lognortaally distributed as
As a dieck, we note that
b

*

2 TT

^
^
The raean,^

^ (t *

,

e_ J-

III.6

^ TT

, has been derived from the relation
M - i r

^

and thus is in units of the logarithm of distance! C
has units of inverse distance#

therefore
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The variance, derived from

Is a pure number, so that the product, b , Is In units of inverse
distance, and III,4 Is in units of persons (P) divided by distance
squared (r •

), or person per unit area, which is correct.
A Deductive Explanation of the Lognomallty
ot urban Population Distribution

Perhaps it is presumptuous of the author to attempt an
explanation of a relationship for which there is ao little direct
evidence. The postulates which follow, however, have been found
to have predictive power beyond their original intent, and are thus
thought useful.
The Postulates
1. In a given city, and a given small interval of time, all
houses have an equal chance of attracting a neighbor.
2. The distance between a house and its attracted neighbor
is a random proportion of the distance from the attractor
to the center of the city. That is, if a house at ri
attracts a neighbor which locates at pfi , then
rL+i

- n

= e <>/

ri

3. The random element
is such that£l+£^ia a sequence of
independent, positive variatee having the seme probability
distribution and such that the mean F
n(l + Ft )] and the variance D * [L n(/ >- £ c
- <!rc^
both exist.
The author agrees with Bunge when he states "...the
plausibility or intuitive reality of a theory is not a valid basia
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for judging a theory#"*®

It is maintained that the postulates as

given are not entirely unreasonable, however. Postulate (1) for
example seems quite plausible when stated in its aggregate form:
The number of people deciding to locate in a given large area tends
to be proportional to the number of persons already there.
Postulate (2) way be thought of as a result of the diminishing
value of land with increase in distance fro® the center. The farther
out, the greater the residence area a hotac buyer with a given income
may purchase, and consequently the further he ia fro® his neighbor.
An increase proportional to distance from the center ia the simplest
possible function which describes this relationship. Postulate (3)
ia thought to he such a weak assumption that it requires no rationale.
Given the following conditions, the three postulates will
generate an approximately lognoraal distributionJ
1#

A focal point, or "center of the city," and at least one
house at a distance
from the focal point both exist,

2, The only mechanism governing the urban residential
distribution Is given by the three postulates (that is,
one assumes urban growth to occur on an unbounded,
featureless plain, with uniform access to the center
from all directions).
The Lo&noraalifcy of an

Stage Location

Consider urban growth along some small sector, and suppose that
in Postulate (1) the probability that a bouse attracts a neighbor
during some small interval of time,
Beginning with only one house, at

, ia

, and that

, it is apparent that if

^William Bungc, Theoretical Geography, Lund Studies in
Geography, Series C, General and Mathematical Geography, n.l, 2nd
rev, edj (Lund, Sweden? C, W. K» Glaerup, 1956), p, 3.

.
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does not attract a neighbor, we ©ay observe a succession of A T *8
until it does.

Whan this occurs, tfie re will he two houses, one at

f o and one at r,=r0+^,r0 - Gi ( 1
Designate the house at I" i
passage of wore ^
ra - rv

1

* ^ <3

t

from Postulate (2).

a "first stage" house, and allow the

'a until it attracts a neighbor which locates at

+ e*r, =

r0 (i +• €,X< +0*

Designate this a "second stage" house and proceed in like manner
until an

n

stage house results.

Then

n r0 -f- n^n <) * approximately,
c-/
fro© Postulate (3), Corollary 111*1, and Theorem III.4, with

r

n

= r0 T T ( | K j ; >(L

= E

t ( O j ; a-; =

V [in f/ +- C c)$ •

In practice, the distribution of an r> stage location will
converge to lognorraality quite quickly.

Hald gives examples of the

distribution of the sum of four random nuabers where the variable
takes on the values 0, 1, ..., 9 with equal probabilities, and
concludes "that even for » ® 4 the theoretical distribution does not
deviate very much fro© the corresponding normal distribution.

An

analogous statement could of course be r-ade about convergence to a
lognorraal distribution were the product, rather Chan the su©,
computed.
The normality of the Stages
Suppose the probability-^, that a house attracts a neighbor
during ^ I

is staall.

Then by

Postulate (1), each existing house

attracts a neighbor with probability

. The probability that only

one house is attracted is ~0~~ , the probability that two are attracted

^liald, Statistical Theory with f-ngineerinp. Aps-'lications* p. 193.
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is

-2

, and the probability that n are attracted is

multiplication rule for probabilities.

/-n. ^

9

by the

Assume that ^ is

sufficiently small such that the probability that two or more houses
are attracted is nil.
of time & '

Then if by "generation" we mean an interval

during which a neighbor is attracted, the probability

distribution of the stages may be computed by summing the products of
the combinations of probabilities which result in a stage K house
after N generations.

This is derived in the following manner (see

Figure 14).
GENERATION

STAGE
12
3

4

A
B
1)
G

J

0
1
2
3
4

C
E
R

F
I

Fig. 14.—Probability Triangle

During the first generation, there is only one possible event
which may occur:
house, O.

A one-stage house. A, is attracted by the original

This event may be indicated by writing 0->A, and

P ^O^A^ • 1, by definition of "generation."

During the second

and A~?C may occur, since now two houses

generation, two events, 0

exist; and these events occur with equal probability, by Postulate (1).
Thus P

<• P

"ir*

The probability P^C^: that a house

actually locates at C, however, is conditioned on the event that
0'7A has already occurred.

That is, both 0-^A and A-^C must occur,

and by the multiplication rule for probabilities,
P

» P [o-^Af ' P

P £0 -7B^

J •

P)

is more simply equal to
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During the third stage three houses may attract neighbors, each
with probability ? . Four events may occur, however: 0 "^D; A-^Ej
B-?E{ and C^F. By analogies with the events A-^C and G->B, we see
that P

» P £q~->a£

P £a-?c£ • P £c-?Fj , and that

P £d !> • P §0-^Dj? , P £E| is slightly more complicated since it can
occur if either A^ E or B ^E. Both cannot occur, however, since
the probability that two houses are attracted during one generation
la nil. Thus, by the addition rule for probabilities,
p£_E^ » P £a->E} + P £B ->Ej , provided A and B both exist. Since
» P U)~yA''\

this is not certain, we write P
p £O-7B^

p£a~^E£ +

P £B^E£.

The events thus far described are summarized below for the first
three generations, together with numerical probabilities:

P
P
P
p
p
p

FOJ - 1
TO-?A\ - 1
'jA] - P 10->A] - 1
TO-^BI - ±
hi m p
-i
7A->C] - JR ^
p [cs - P [O^ A J ' P [A *CJ - L -t
p Jo-yD} »

p as - +

3

p £A->E| «T"
p r»-Ei - iP FEL » P [0->Ai • P fh~yE] + P
p |c ->fj - J
p 2FJ - P £O->A^
P [k~>c} - P

• P

,
» l'Z + a

- I*F *F

As a check on the above probabilities, we note that either
P [b ^ or P £c^*mot occur, but cannot both occur. Their sum must
therefore equal unity, and this is so, since P
and X + J ! » 1, Similarly P
-L

^

P £cj * ]T

+ P £EC + P £P ^ must equal unity:
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to find the probability distribution of the stages, one elwnly
totals the prol>abilites over all generations that a house has been
attracted to a given stage.

This is then divided by the number of

existing houses, N + 1, where U Is the number of generations.

Thus

the probability that a house exists at stage one, after three
generations, is (P

•P

+ P

)/4 • (1 +X + f)/4 - jV J

at stage two, (P [c\ + P ^ )/4 - (l-:£ + 1-j •ir,T )/4
stage three, P

/A » <1/1* /1)/A

•

j and at

The probabilities sura to

3/A, hut since the probability of finding a house at the origin is
certain, then 1/4 isust be added to this, so that the sum of the
probabilities is unity.

Note above that the mmber of factors in

each product Is equal to the stage, K, so that for example a twostage has two factors in each of its products (1 x , 1

1

).

Mote also, that the number of terras equals the number of distinct
combinations of three and further that each of the r> , n « 1, 2, 3
prehabilitee is equally represented.

This will be true in general,

regardless of the number of generations or of the size of K,
provided that K- K.

The number of terras for a K. stage location may

hi
be found by the binomial formula (k)» where K is the number of
generations, K is the stage, and
w

\

k)

=

h'
TTV-O!

m>7

One raay make use of this formula to determine the probability

<rs£ finding a house at the R-atage after K generations in the
following manners
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Let N

3, K - 3

Then by III#7, there are
/ -j. •
3 / ( S - - 3 ) f

3

• y • 5"
•—

~

10

din timet products to be sussaed, each with K •* 3 factors, where the
probability factors take <m the valuea^T, n • 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, such that
all are equally represented.

This is demonstrated belows

C0lfBIHATI(2?S
OP PROBABILITIES
*\ ' J-A . u3
1 - 'A • '/y

«

1 - ' A • Zs"

m

% ' ' / * • ' N

—

'/ / X

1 • Zs • '/*
1 • '/y - '/r
'A - % • '/y

-

•

'A

»

'

'/a

'/a. • 'A

'7

• ZtT

aa
«K

/ ,o

// X 0
1<*~// X 0
/ X //X0

•>

/o //

'/'T

3O
am "^//^ t

' h o

m

(*/1AO

//*y

» S/ao

a*
an

'/io

* ' /y?

Sum of
Products

O

• 'U • 7tr

'

7f

8

73

•

A

PRODUCT
^ <y

ISA./

*

v/sio
3/ /jd
2 / /zo

ys"_
—***

/P 0

The probability that & house exists at stage three after H • 3
generations is then found by dividing 17/24 by I + 1 » 6 to give

.1180.
At this writing, the author is not able to demonstrate
oathumat1ca1ly convergence of the above distribution to the uorutal
distribution, although this is highly suspected.

Her is he able to

give formulas to determine rapidly the distribution of stages
for large U.

As plotted on normal probability paper, however, even

with K <* 31, the cumulative frequencies show a distinct linear
trend (Figure 15).

If the probability, •&- , that a house attracts a neighbor during

A T

is made large, and if concurrently, the probability that the

house attracts two or more neighbors is kept small, then the
distribution of stages converges to the binomial.

(Since each of the

probability factors will approximately equal unity, and therefore
so will their product.)

In such a case, the number of houses

existing after the Nth

generations is no longer N 4- 1, but

since they will double with each generation.
house exists at the Kth

,

The probability that a

stage after N generations is therefore

given by:

If N is large, then by

De Moive's theorem, III.8 is approximately

normally distributed, with mean

JL.

±L

f

and variance H

That is,
m-9

1> l * \ = ^ ( x V T "J

In general, however, we would not expect every house to attract
a neighbor in any given time interval A

, so that it seems

presumptuous to suppose that the mean and variance of the stages are
as given, although they perhaps tend around these values.

The

value of N is easily determined from the total population of the city,
P, since they are related as:
Then

and

T = r

Ai

1 n?
k y - -LA
N

I h Z

III. 10
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Thus, In the small sector (above, p. 38) over which growth
has been assumed to take place, the distribution of urban residences
has been shown to approximate lognormalifcy for all stages, taken as
a whole.

This conclusion haa been deduced from a set of three

postulates (above, p, 37) and two assumptions.

It is hoped that one

of the assumptions, that Postulate (1) does indeed Imply an
approximately norsial distribution of stages (above, p, 46) will
prove unnecessary when more penetrating mathematical wnalysis is
applied.

Similarly, it is hoped that an alternative to Corollary

III.3 will be found so that the assumption of small variance (above,
p. 46) laay be dropped.
Of interest is the distribution of residences for the city
as a whole, which the evidence presented in Section II haa suggested
Is lognorml.

Tula nay be shown to be a result of the above

discussion in either of two ways.

First, one may assume that the

above process occurs in K sectors Independently, with the
expectation of similar outcomes (i.e., Informality, with equal
means and variances for all K sectors).

The various sectors are

then pooled to give a composite distribution for the whole city and
this is of course lognormal, since only the total population is
changed.

Second, one way invoke Corollary III.3, which frees one

fro® having to assume a circular city.

As a matter of tact, since

Corollary III.3 assumes the arithmetic mean varies lognormally, while
the variance remains constant, it implies that the edge of the
urbanized area varies lognortaally with respect to distance frota the
city center, which is of some interest.
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Of concern also Is the distribution of persons, rather than
households. The author has assumed household sire to remain constant
as distance fro® the center increases, or at least to vary only
randomly with distance. Dr. Lossnu has suggested, however, that
20

this is probably not the case for large cities,*

If one ©ay assume

that household size increases as distance to the center decreases,
then the "central dip" (above, p, 23) may be explained. This of
course implies that a better fit will occur if the distribution of
households, rather than population, is studied.
Implications of the Postulates

The f.ank Size Rule
Postulate (1) states that "during any given small time interval"
all houses have an equal chance to attract a neighbor. The event
that any one house attracts a neighbor during any specified time
interval A I

may be considered random, and since by Postulate (1)

all houses have an equal chance of attracting a neighbor, the total
number of houses attracted in the interval A T is randomly
proportional to the number already existing. That this leads to an
approximately lognorraal distribution of the city sizes has been
suggested by Berry and Garrison,^"1 and Berry has done research in

20»r, Carl Lossau, discussion held at Southern Illinois
University, Dec,, 1968,
2*»rian J. L, Berry and hiIlia© 1. Garrison, "Alternate
Explanations of Urban Rank-Size Relationships," Annals of the
Association of American Geographers. XLVIII (March 1958^, 90.
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this area.

22

Siwon, however, has considered nearly the same process

in a slightly different light and concludes that city sizes are best
described by the Yule distribution,23 while Curry, arguing from an
information theoretic viewpoint derives a negative exponential
Oh

expression,"

Which of these distributions best fits eespirical

evidence will not be discussed here, as it seeja© to be an open
question,

21

but there are interesting theoretical consequences of

assuming that the lognomal distribution exactly fits the data.
Tim Lotanormality of Urban Areas and Densities
There ia the fascinating relationship that if X is exactly
lognoraally distributed, and if X « YE, then Y and Z are alao
lese«w»lly distributed, except in the special case where one is a
constant and the other lognoriaal,26

As a hypothesis, one amy assume

that at least for larger cities, population is exactly lognortaally
distributed.

Denoting the total population of the c +k

its area by A t

city by

, and its gross density by D ^ , then

D =

;

i

jf

J. L. Berry, "City-Size Diatributions and hcononic
Development,M Economic Development and Cultural Change. IX
<1961), 573-588.
2*arim

23Uerbert

A. Simon, "On a Claas o f Skew Distribution
Functions," Bioaetrika. XLII (1955), 423-440.
Senile Currv, "The Random Spatial Kconosnyt An Exploration
in Settlement Theory," Annals of the Association of American
Geographers. U.V (1964), 146-147.
250erry and (.arrison, "Alternate Explanations of Urban
Rank—Size Relationshipspp. 83-91,
2<

Mtch-iann and Drown, The tomaraal Distribution. p. 12.
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Then, since neither 1) >- nor /) c is constant, they are both
logtierraally distributed, at least for the larger cities.
To teat this hypothesis, the author drew a random asmpie of 50
urb®i places in Illinois, I960 from the County and City bata hook.
(1967)

then recorded the areas and population.

Population was

divided by urea for each city to compute density, and peculation,
are®, and density wore plotted on lognormal paper (Figure 16).
Surprisingly;, area and density appear to fall along approximately
straight lines, but population doer not.

Population seemingly

increaaer. much tco rapidly for even the logarithmic transformation to
nomadise the city Rise.

Tiederoan toot the square root of the

logarithm of city sizes to normalise his Michigan data,28 kut a
different tactic vm attempted here.

Areas for urban places of less

then 2590 arc not listed in the Country and City hats look and
consequently could not have been in the sample drawn.

Samples which

suppress a portion of the population are called "censored" and the
point where the lose of information occurs is called the "point of
truncation," so that the Illinois urban place sample has a point of
truncation of 2509 person*.

29
By count, * there arc 248 urban places

27U.S. Department of Commerce, bureau of the Census,
A Statistical Abatract bupplucent. pp. 583-586.

•'^Clifford E. Tledemann, "On the Classification of Cities
into Equal Size Categories," Annals of the Association of
A-'aerjcan Geographer;;, LVIII (Dec. 1968), p. 779.
*"The count was taken from the County and City Data Book.
pp. 585-586, for places larger than 2500 persono, and from .S,
Department of Conrerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of hour.int.
1960t Illinoig I State and Small Area. iiC(l), n. 15, pp. 125-127,
for places in the rakae 1009-2500 pern©ns•
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16~ Cumulative Frequency Graph of Density, Population,
and Area
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in th« size range 1000-2500 portions, and there are 327 urban places
with larger than 2500 persons, making a total of 575 urban places.
The bmaple drawn way then be thought to represent the upper
327/575 • 56% of the population of urban places.

To expedite

analysis, six additional sample cities were drawn randomly.

The

results, when graphed on lognormal paper beginning at the 45th per
centlle, shew a greatly improved linear trand (Figure 17).

Also on

Figure 17 are the graphs of density and area, baaed on the expanded
sample.

Area shews a clear linear trend, but density does not, for

unknown reasons.
The Stewart and Warnta Equation
In their intriguing paper "Physics of Papulation Distribution,"30
Stewart and Uamts state and give evidence for the relationship
7> VV
r -—
where

in.12

is the population of any city,

constant for all cities.

The value of

is its area, and

is a

is determined by linear

regression of the logarithms of population and area since the
transformation
Lh C -

3

/v^~P-L»A

describes a linear trend.

III.13

Ho clear explanation for the relationship

in III.12 has ever been given, but a formulation similar to that of
III.13 is a direct consequence of the lognormal hypothesis,
Assuming that III.10 and III.11 are valid, we may write
^

n

^

V L

•<

* C ' )

"1-1*

30
John Q. Stewart and William Warots, Journal of Regional Science.
I (1958), reprinted In Spat>1 '"alysis, eds. Berry and Marble,
pp. 131-134.
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Fig. 17— Cumulative frequency graph of density, population,
and area, assuming truncation at 44th percentile.
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where H is the total city population, which, from 1,1, apparently
ranges to infinity.

Obviously ? does not range to infinity, but it

i s reasonable t o assume that i t extends beyond the c i t y limits of
most large urban areas.

It is of interest to ask:

What is the

relationship between the else of the population of a central city
and that of the total urban region?
If they are linearly related, then there exists sotne constant
b

such that
c—

T> .
where Hi

= b

for all

l

L

Is the population of the (.-tk

central city, and ~y*.L

is the population ot the total urban area.

That b may be considered

a quantlie (above, p. 31) is obvious, and combining 111,2 with
111,14, we have:

J?

L n rO

+

U n

2/i f^Q

4

1* P

v

r')^

V
111,15

By rotating 111,15 about the origin, one way then estimate the
area of the city, given b0
to believe, however, that

,^

b

, and C\

There is reason

ia equal to 50% (below p. 55), so that

z4

equals zero and 111,15 becomes
_
l m r 0 + l / ^ c ^ m ~~P
<?.
• oo
^
i Ui.
Further, since
a _
-»•
/* " // b
>

L ft 2_

III.16

which is identical to 111,13 provided
L

h

C'-

- h T T - . ^

U r

»

III.17
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and

Ln

III.18

x

The Stewart and Warnt2 equation is no louger mystifying, and
we may interpret the finding that the power terra, 3/4, has remained
constant over time 31 to mean that
(above, p. 39) is a constant over time.
A City-Region Relationship
An important assumption of the preceeding section is that the
relationship between the population size of an urban region
(operationally defined as an SMSA) and that of its central city
is linear.

Furthermore, given evidence that the ratio of city

population to SMSA population is 1j2, certain computations may be
siraplifled (above, p. 54).
These points were tested by linear regression (see
scattergram, Figure 18) of a random sample of fifty United States
32
SMSA's, 1960, drawn from the County and City Data Book, 1967.
Since the selection was random, several of the cities were drawn
more than once.
once.

When this happened* they were counted more than

Of the fifty cities, nine had multiple central cities, and

were deleted from the mmalysis, bringing the sample size down to
forty-one.

There is some question as to which of the two

variables is independent, and which dependent (in the statistical
sense), and therefore the regression was run twice.
31lbid.

32pp. 432-573, passim.

The results are
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*uuuarlzed in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Regression Analysis of EltSA and Central City Populations
VARIABLES
¥ (Itepsadent)
X (Independent)
Central City
8USA

EQUATION
¥ - 48,921 + .3869 X
y » 25,285 • 1.9605 X

SKSA
Central City

Correlation Coefficient*

r • .87; r2 - .76

These results, together with Figure 18, tend to coafir® the
assumption of linearity and give evidence for the simplifying ratio.
Indeed, the regression slope of 3KSA to central city (1.96) is
strikingly close to the desired slope of 1/.50 * 2,0.

There are

of course statistical techniques for determining whether a regression
slope deviates from a hypothetical slope by wore than one would
expect from chance alone.

However, the technique requires the

assumption of normal populations, which is of doubtful validity
(above, pp. 48-52).
The gagresolon of the Means and Variances
If ,/ l
i.-M

end o-c

city, and~Pc

are the isean and variance respectively of the
is its total population, then from III.13

I n ~PC
~ 1*2-

/L

^ *

L. y\~P^

TTH—

^'

F C

111.19

III.20
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One say use the regression of
cities to estimate f n r0
en L n Pi

and

to estimate~

so that

=

x

These estimates

and compared to the theoretical value of

J{o derived from III.16.
n

of a sample of

/*Ln ij and the regression of
and C- *

can then be solved for

L

on L n

Hypothetically,
9

- y L l » - L r\ i - x

.

, d~s7 ?

Results of the

regression, based on the ten cities studied in Section II (above,
pp. 5-29) are summarized in Table 5.
TABLE 5
Regression of t/*VARIABLES
Dep.
Indep.
</i(

Ln?i

"o-Cx

Lnn ? i

^

and th-3" on the Logarithm of Populatton

EQUATIONS

CORRELATION
.

^ - -2.4564 + .2803 Ln
- - .3527 + .0715
V~ t

-r

~

- .63; r2 - .40
r - .29; r2 - .08

r

Significant at .05 level
Since the distribution of cities by size is approximately
lognormal, the logarithm of size is normally distributed; also, since
<-1 is the mean of the distribution of logarithms of distance
from the city center, and since these distances are lognormally
distributed, then

is normally distributed.

If we may assume1

that the population variance of^y^t for all values of L n

/>c

i8

constant, then we may use the T-test to determine whether the
regression slope of

versus

Ln?c

deviates from the theoretical

slope more than we would expect from chance alone.
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IfJ^0 (theoretical) » .5199, then the theoretical elope is
computed from III.19 as:

y^ o

Q

__

, & / *?
£ Ln 2

2 i~nl

_

so that we wish to compare .3750 with .2803.

^

o

The null hypothesis is

that there is no difference between the slope values:

With

T =« .560, and with 10 - 2 « 8 degrees of freedom, this is accepted
at the .95 confidence level.

T,-7^ra .546^ .506 ^T,^O = .889

with 8 d. f.
The variances are chi-square over degrees of freedom distributed
and thus their dlope cannot be meaningfully compared with the
theoretical slope by means of the T-test.

However, the slopes

may be compared by inspection:
From III.20
—

J^o~ ^
1

VU -

VLn

<C>9/V

1

The sample slope (Table 5) is .0715, but unfortunately, this fine
correspondence cannot be given much weight, for as the scattergrare
(Figure 19) and the correlation coefficient (Table 5) both indicate,
the relationship between Ln Pc and

is poor, and nearly any

line passing through the dots may be considered a "best fit"i
There is admittedly some problem with the constant in the
variance regression model, since it is negative.
represents

Recall that it

px ^

(above, p. 39) and should thus always be positive, and theoretically
close to zero.

Insertion of the theoretical variance regression

slope into the regression model only compounds the difficulty, since
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Fig. 19.—Scattergraro of Regression o£^/[ and ^ on the Logarithm
of Population
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the constant Is still negative, and of greater magnitude.

Four

alternate explanations of this discrepancy come to mindi
1.

The estimates of the variances for the ten cities are
too lew.

2.

The cities themselves have uncommonly low variances.

3.

There Is some initial size a city must reach before any of
the equations hold. (This is quite possible. The initial
size, based on the point at which the variance becomes
positive, is then computed to be In
which
corresponds to a city of 1400 people).

4.

The equations themselves are wrong or require extensive
modification. This is the most probable of the choices.

Much further study is required, notably an analysis of many
more cities, in widely scattered locations and from many periods
of time, before any firm conclusions may be readied.

VI
CONCLUSION

It is hypothesized that the resident urban population is
distributed lognortaally with respect to distance from the city
center.

Ten cities wore selected for testing this hypothesis,

with mixed results.

It is concluded that for sou® cities, the

lognormal hypothesis is valid as presently formulated, but thst
for others, some revision mist be made.

The nature of these

revisions is not discussed other than to note that the hypothesis
should wore nearly explain the distribution of households, rather
than population, with respect to distance fro® the center.
This revision is suggested by a hypothetical construct
designed to yield a lognormal distribution of household distances
from the center.

Certain Imp 11cations of the construct are examined

and are found to have bearing on aspects of urban structure
geographers have found interesting.

Since hitherto, these aspects

have not been shown to be mathematically related, it is tentatively
suggested that the construct may he useful for urban analysis.
The tentative nature of tills suggestion cannot be over-stressed,
for the empirical basis of the study is but ten cities, sharply
restricted as to tine and place.

Many more cities must be analysed;

many more implications must be studied.

It is hoped that others

will take an Interest In the investigations and the approach taken
herein, if only to offer criticism; for it is only through a
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dialogue of Ideas that knowledge of the world around us
nay be gained.
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